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Italy is happy to attend today’s Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting in Nuuk 

and wishes to thank the Danish Presidency for its kind invitation. Foreign Minister 

Franco Frattini regrets very much being unable to attend in person, while still bearing 

in mind his participation in the previous Council Ministerial meeting in Tromso.  

On this occasion, Italy wishes to confirm its strong interest in the Arctic region, 

in a continuity with its long-lasting tradition of scientific presence and exploration in 

the area, which dates back to the beginning of the 20
th
 century and has dramatically 

increased over the past years. As an example, it is worth mentioning the research 

activity conducted in Ny Alesund, Svalbard Islands, by Italy’s National Research 

Council (CNR), through the Arctic Station “Dirigibile Italia”, a multidisciplinary 

research facility, which Foreign Minister Franco Frattini visited in 2009. 

In Italy’s view, the Arctic is an area of opportunity in several fields: protection 

of environment; biodiversity; recognition of interests and sustainable development of 

the indigenous communities; exploitation of fishing, energy, mining resources and 

potential shipping routes; as well as scientific research, emergency preparedness and 

governance. Yet, the region is also confronted with additional challenges such as 

climate changes. Strong momentum is – first and above all – gaining the defrosting of 

ices in the Arctic region, thereby adding to widespread concerns over an issue which 

has to be addressed quickly and adequately if its far-reaching implications are to be 

timely stemmed.  

Therefore, Italy considers that a prompt and hands-on action is globally 

required and it hopes that the extraordinary endeavours of the international scientific 



community be maximized in the years to come as a result of joint initiatives by all 

players involved in the region. In this respect, Italy wishes to reiterate its strong 

commitment in contributing with a global, multidisciplinary approach to all efforts 

targeted to tackling all major challenges the area is today facing with. 

Italy acknowledges that the Arctic Council has the main responsibility and 

plays a key role in managing the above mentioned issues. Accordingly, it considers 

that through international cooperation more successful results can be achieved for the 

benefit of the Arctic region and its populations.  

   By sharing its skills and experience with all partners in the framework of the 

Arctic Council and its Working Groups, Italy believes it is adding value to the 

cooperation in the region, as is similarily the case with its participation in its capacity 

of Permanent Observer in parallel regional schemes as the Council of the Baltic Sea 

and the Euro-Barents Council. It avails itself of the opportunity offered by the Nuuk 

Ministerial meeting to assure its full availability for further strenghtening its 

contribution to activities within the Arctic Council.                 

All the more Italy feels itself entitled to once again stress its strong aspiration 

to enjoy the status of a Permanent Observer within the Arctic Council and would 

therefore welcome a quick decision paving the way to such a result: Italy would 

consider it as a due recognition of its efforts and its engagement, also with substancial 

research funds, in the Arctic region.  

In the end, Italy would like to thank the Danish Presidency for the outstanding 

leadership it provided during its term at the helm of the Arctic Council and expresses 

its best wishes to the incoming Swedish Presidency for a very profitable and 

successful work, to which it is prepared to offer its utmost cooperation.  

 


